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Introduction

ATLAS-CONF-2019-048 

Observation of di-charmonium excess in the four-muon final state with the ATLAS detector

In this talk:

ATLAS-CONF-2022-040 

Study of            resonances in the                          decays in       collisions at       = 7 
and 8 TeV with the ATLAS detector

Exotic hadrons composed of four (        ) or five quarks (          ) predicted by theory

They provide an unique environment to study the strong interaction and confinement

A series of states consistent with containing four quarks have been discovered

The existence of pentaquark states and their interpretation is not well established so far

NEW

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2019-048/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2019-048/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2022-040/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2022-040/
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Pentaquarks in the               state
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interpreted as           pentaquark states

Phys. Rev. Lett. 122, 222001

Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 082003Later seen in

In 2015 LHCb reported the observation of            resonant structures in                          decays

In 2019 LHCb resolved the                  peak into 2 states

arXiv:1910.11767Seen by D0 Collaboration (    ):

and reported an additional narrow state

and

resonances with the same spin and parity, fits to the cos θPc-
weighted distribution are repeated using various coherent
sums of two of the BW amplitudes. Each of these fits
includes a phase between interfering resonances as an extra
free parameter. None of the interference effects studied is
found to produce a significant Δχ2 relative to the fits using
an incoherent sum of BWamplitudes. However, substantial
shifts in the Pþ

c properties are observed, and are included in
the systematic uncertainties. For example, in such a fit the
Pcð4312Þþ mass increases, while its width is rather stable,
leading to a large positive systematic uncertainty of
6.8 MeV on its mass.
As in Ref. [1], the Λ0

b candidates are kinematically
constrained to the known J=ψ and Λ0

bmasses [29], which
substantially improves themJ=ψp resolution and determines
the absolute mass scale with an accuracy of 0.2 MeV. The
mass resolution is known with a 10% relative uncertainty.
Varying this within its uncertainty changes the widths
of the narrow states in the nominal fit by up to
0.5 MeV, 0.2 MeV, and 0.8 MeV for the Pcð4312Þþ,

Pcð4440Þþ, and Pcð4457Þþ states, respectively. The widths
of all three narrow Pþ

c peaks are consistent with the
mass resolution within the systematic uncertainties.
Therefore, upper limits are placed on their natural widths
at the 95% confidence level (C.L.), which account for
the uncertainty on the detector resolution and in the
fit model.
A number of additional fits are performed when evalu-

ating the systematic uncertainties. The nominal fits assume
S-wave (no angular momentum) production and decay.
Including P-wave factors in the BW amplitudes has
negligible effect on the results. In addition to the nominal
fits with three narrow peaks in the 4.22 < mJ=ψp <
4.57 GeV region, fits including only the Pcð4312Þþ are
performed in the narrow 4.22–4.44 GeV range. Fits are also
performed using a data sample selected with an alternative
approach, where no BDT is used, resulting in about twice
as much background.
The total systematic uncertainties assigned on the mass

and width of each narrow Pþ
c state are taken to be the

largest deviations observed among all fits. These include
the fits to all three versions of the mJ=ψp distribution, each
configuration of the Pþ

c interference, all variations of the
background model, and each of the additional fits just
described. The masses, widths, and relative contributions
(R values) of the three narrow Pþ

c states, including all
systematic uncertainties, are given in Table I.
To obtain estimates of the relative contributions of the

Pþ
c states, the Λ0

bcandidates are weighted by the inverse of
the reconstruction efficiency, which is parametrized in all
six dimensions of the Λ0

bdecay phase space [Eq. (68) in the
Supplemental Material to Ref. [30] ]. The efficiency-
weighted mJ=ψp distribution, without the mKp>1.9GeV
requirement, is fit to determine the Pþ

c contributions, which
are then divided by the efficiency-corrected and back-
ground-subtracted Λ0

b yields. This method makes the
results independent of the unknown quantum numbers
and helicity structure of the Pþ

c production and decay.
Unfortunately, this approach also suffers from large Λ$

backgrounds and from sizable fluctuations in the low-
efficiency regions. In these fits, the Pþ

c terms are added
incoherently, absorbing any interference effects, which can
be large (see, e.g., Fig. S2 in the Supplemental Material
[22]), into the BW amplitudes. Therefore, the R≡
BðΛ0

b→ Pþ
c K−ÞBðPþ

c → J=ψpÞ=BðΛ0
b→ J=ψpK−Þ val-

ues reported for each Pþ
c state differ from the fit fractions

TABLE I. Summary of Pþ
c properties. The central values are based on the fit displayed in Fig. 6.

State M [MeV] Γ [MeV] (95% C.L.) R [%]

Pcð4312Þþ 4311.9 % 0.7þ6.8
−0.6 9.8 % 2.7þ3.7

−4.5 ð<27Þ 0.30 % 0.07þ0.34
−0.09

Pcð4440Þþ 4440.3 % 1.3þ4.1
−4.7 20.6 % 4.9þ8.7

−10.1 ð<49Þ 1.11 % 0.33þ0.22
−0.10

Pcð4457Þþ 4457.3 % 0.6þ4.1
−1.7 6.4 % 2.0þ5.7

−1.9 ð<20Þ 0.53 % 0.16þ0.15
−0.13
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FIG. 6. Fit to the cos θPc-weighted mJ=ψp distribution with
three BW amplitudes and a sixth-order polynomial background.
This fit is used to determine the central values of the masses and
widths of the Pþ

c states. The mass thresholds for the Σþ
c D̄0 and

Σþ
c D̄$0 final states are superimposed.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 122, 222001 (2019)
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Phys. Rev. Lett. 123, 072001Not observed by GlueX in (small BR)

narrow states below               thresholds

alternative explanations not ruled out

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.115.072001
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.115.072001
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.222001
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.222001
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.082003
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.082003
https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.11767
https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.11767
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.123.072001
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.123.072001


Study of            resonances in the                            decays in     
collisions at           7 and 8 TeV with the ATLAS detector

Signal and background processes generated with Pythia 8.1 (“phase space” model)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 122, 222001
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Using                     of 7 TeV (2011) and                       of 8 TeV (2012) ATLAS Run-1 data

together with                            ,                             ,                               and                             decays

decays (+ charge conjugate) reconstructedNo particle identification (for hadrons):

: contributions from light      states are considered

:  contributions from light       states are included,
potential contribution from (considered as systematic effect)

: contributions from     and      states are included

and                            : intermediate and non-resonant phase space decays considered

applied to both hypotheses combinations, leading to

Other exotic (    ) contributions not included

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.222001
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.222001
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Signal and control regions and Fit Procedure

Fits performed after subtracting same-sign background contribution (both hadron tracks with same charge)

Multi-dimensional (different hadron mass assignments) binned maximum likelihood fits

signal region (SR):

control region (CR):

control region:

Background shape CR:

Iterative fit procedure with 4 steps at each iteration:

Step 1: fit to                                                 to obtain parameters of       and       backgrounds

Step 3: fit                                        in SR to obtain the decay constants of the      decays

Step 2: fit to                              to retrieve total number of       decays, number of combined

and        decays and combinatorial background parameters

relative phase between the pentaquark amplitudes

Step 4: fit                          in SR to obtain pentaquark masses, widths, amplitudes and the
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Results
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Fit without pentaquarks

Yields:
Best result obtained using the extended

decay model (no exotic states):

two lowest orbital momenta between the decay products of
and one lowest orbital

momentum between the decay products of

(clear region, corresponding to open green histogram)
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Results with pentaquarks
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Fit with four pentaquarks (fixed to LHCb values)

Two pentaquarks:

Fit with two pentaquarks,

Parameter Value LHCb value [5]

N(Pc1) 400
+130
�140(stat)

+110
�100(syst) –

N(Pc2) 150
+170
�100(stat)

+50
�90(syst) –

N(Pc1 + Pc2) 540
+80
�70(stat)

+70
�80(syst) –

�� 2.8+1.0
�1.6(stat)

+0.2
�0.1(syst) rad –

m(Pc1) 4282
+33
�26(stat)

+28
�7(syst) MeV 4380± 8± 29 MeV

�(Pc1) 140
+77
�50 (stat)

+41
�33 (syst) MeV 205± 18± 86 MeV

m(Pc2) 4449
+20
�29 (stat)

+18
�10 (syst) MeV 4449.8± 1.7± 2.5 MeV

�(Pc2) 51
+59
�48 (stat)

+14
�46 (syst) MeV 39± 5± 19 MeV

no interference

no interference

Four pentaquarks:

(fixed to LHCb values:                           )

Good agreement with LHCb (slight tension in      )

Better fit achieved if pentaquark states are included, but non-pentaquark model still permitted
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Tetraquarks in the four-muon final state

Evidence for a narrow resonance at 6.9 GeV in the di-                 mass spectrum in LHCb data
<latexit sha1_base64="1VahG3Jwflvc/cJKtQf7Y/GehFA=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSO4GSyCq5pI0S4LbsRVBfuAJpTJdNIOnUeYmSgl1I2/4saFIm79C3f+jdM2C209cOFwzr3ce0+UMKqN5307S8srq2vrhY3i5tb2zq67t9/UMlWYNLBkUrUjpAmjgjQMNYy0E0UQjxhpRcOrid+6J0pTKe7MKCEhR31BY4qRsVLXPbw5CxJNYaBof2CQUvIBVmDA065b8sreFHCR+DkpgRz1rvsV9CROOREGM6R1x/cSE2ZIGYoZGReDVJME4SHqk46lAnGiw2z6wRieWKUHY6lsCQOn6u+JDHGtRzyynRyZgZ73JuJ/Xic1cTXMqEhSQwSeLYpTBo2EkzhgjyqCDRtZgrCi9laIB0ghbGxoRRuCP//yImmel/2LcuW2UqpV8zgK4Agcg1Pgg0tQA9egDhoAg0fwDF7Bm/PkvDjvzsesdcnJZw7AHzifP2VUljI=</latexit>
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Can be interpreted as a tetra-quark with four charm quarks
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Tccc̄c̄

The enhancement seen near the di-        mass threshold could be due to a mixture of multiple 
four-charm quark states or have contributions from feed-down decays of four-charm states 
through heavier quarkonia or could be the result of re-scattering of charmonium final states

<latexit sha1_base64="4E/90jJVHx4hWL1sxS+ike5fw+4=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU92Voj0WvIinCvYD2qVk02wbm02WJCuUpf/BiwdFvPp/vPlvTLd70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8ScaeO6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etbVMFKEtIrlU3QBrypmgLcMMp91YURwFnHaCyc3c7zxRpZkUD2YaUz/CI8FCRrCxUvvuoh9rNihX3KqbAa0SLycVyNEclL/6Q0mSiApDONa657mx8VOsDCOczkr9RNMYkwke0Z6lAkdU+2l27QydWWWIQqlsCYMy9fdEiiOtp1FgOyNsxnrZm4v/eb3EhHU/ZSJODBVksShMODISzV9HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VsRGWOFibEBlWwI3vLLq6R9WfWuqrX7WqVRz+Mowgmcwjl4cA0NuIUmtIDAIzzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx8noo7W</latexit>

J/ 

assuming no interference with the NRSPS continuum

and varying the hadron radius in the BW function from 2 to 5GeV�1 [X(6900) shape];

obtaining results from a simultaneous fit to the Mdi-J/ distributions in the six pdi-J/ T

bins which covers the uncertainty due to variations of the NRSPS, DPS shapes and the
NRSPS-resonance interference with respect to pdi-J/ T (Dependence on pdi-J/ T ); including
an explicit contribution for J/ mesons from b-hadron feed-down (b-hadron feed-down) or
adding a BW component for the 7.2GeV/c2 structure (Structure at 7.2GeV/c2); modelling
the threshold structure using an alternative Gaussian function with asymmetric power-law
tails, or fitting in a reduced Mdi-J/ range excluding the threshold structure (Threshold
structure shape); allowing the relative phase in the NRSPS component to vary linearly
with Mdi-J/ (NRSPS phase). The total uncertainties are determined to be 7MeV/c2 and
33MeV for the mass and natural width, respectively, without considering any interference,
and 11MeV/c2 and 69MeV when the interference between NRSPS and the threshold
structure is introduced.

For the scenario without interference, the production cross-section of the X(6900)
structure relative to that of all J/ pairs (inclusive), times the branching fraction
B(X(6900) ! J/ J/ ), R, is determined in the pp collision data at

p
s = 13TeV. The mea-

surement is obtained for both J/ mesons in the fiducial region of transverse momentum
below 10GeV/c and rapidity between 2.0 and 4.5. An event-by-event e�ciency correction
is performed to obtain the signal yield at production. The residual contamination from
b-hadron feed-down is subtracted from inclusive J/ -pair production following Ref. [84].
The systematic uncertainties on the X(6900) yield are estimated in a similar way to that
for the mass and natural width, while other systematic uncertainties mostly cancel in the
ratio. The production ratio is measured to be R = [1.1± 0.4 (stat)± 0.3 (syst)]% without

any pdi-J/ T requirement and R = [2.6± 0.6 (stat)± 0.8 (syst)]% for pdi-J/ T > 5.2GeV/c.

5 Summary

In conclusion, using pp collision data at centre-of-mass energies of 7, 8 and 13TeV collected
with the LHCb detector, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 9 fb�1, the J/ -pair
invariant mass spectrum is studied. The data in the mass range between 6.2 and 7.4GeV/c2

are found to be inconsistent with the hypothesis of NRSPS plus DPS continuum. A narrow
structure, X(6900), matching the lineshape of a resonance and a broad structure next to
the di-J/ mass threshold are found. The global significance of either the broad or the
X(6900) structure is determined to be larger than five standard deviations. Describing
the X(6900) structure with a Breit–Wigner lineshape, its mass and natural width are
determined to be

m[X(6900)] = 6905± 11± 7MeV/c2

and
�[X(6900)] = 80± 19± 33MeV,

assuming no interference with the NRSPS continuum is present, where the first uncertainty
is statistical and the second systematic. When assuming the NRSPS continuum interferes
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and varying the hadron radius in the BW function from 2 to 5GeV�1 [X(6900) shape];

obtaining results from a simultaneous fit to the Mdi-J/ distributions in the six pdi-J/ T

bins which covers the uncertainty due to variations of the NRSPS, DPS shapes and the
NRSPS-resonance interference with respect to pdi-J/ T (Dependence on pdi-J/ T ); including
an explicit contribution for J/ mesons from b-hadron feed-down (b-hadron feed-down) or
adding a BW component for the 7.2GeV/c2 structure (Structure at 7.2GeV/c2); modelling
the threshold structure using an alternative Gaussian function with asymmetric power-law
tails, or fitting in a reduced Mdi-J/ range excluding the threshold structure (Threshold
structure shape); allowing the relative phase in the NRSPS component to vary linearly
with Mdi-J/ (NRSPS phase). The total uncertainties are determined to be 7MeV/c2 and
33MeV for the mass and natural width, respectively, without considering any interference,
and 11MeV/c2 and 69MeV when the interference between NRSPS and the threshold
structure is introduced.

For the scenario without interference, the production cross-section of the X(6900)
structure relative to that of all J/ pairs (inclusive), times the branching fraction
B(X(6900) ! J/ J/ ), R, is determined in the pp collision data at

p
s = 13TeV. The mea-

surement is obtained for both J/ mesons in the fiducial region of transverse momentum
below 10GeV/c and rapidity between 2.0 and 4.5. An event-by-event e�ciency correction
is performed to obtain the signal yield at production. The residual contamination from
b-hadron feed-down is subtracted from inclusive J/ -pair production following Ref. [84].
The systematic uncertainties on the X(6900) yield are estimated in a similar way to that
for the mass and natural width, while other systematic uncertainties mostly cancel in the
ratio. The production ratio is measured to be R = [1.1± 0.4 (stat)± 0.3 (syst)]% without

any pdi-J/ T requirement and R = [2.6± 0.6 (stat)± 0.8 (syst)]% for pdi-J/ T > 5.2GeV/c.

5 Summary

In conclusion, using pp collision data at centre-of-mass energies of 7, 8 and 13TeV collected
with the LHCb detector, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 9 fb�1, the J/ -pair
invariant mass spectrum is studied. The data in the mass range between 6.2 and 7.4GeV/c2

are found to be inconsistent with the hypothesis of NRSPS plus DPS continuum. A narrow
structure, X(6900), matching the lineshape of a resonance and a broad structure next to
the di-J/ mass threshold are found. The global significance of either the broad or the
X(6900) structure is determined to be larger than five standard deviations. Describing
the X(6900) structure with a Breit–Wigner lineshape, its mass and natural width are
determined to be

m[X(6900)] = 6905± 11± 7MeV/c2

and
�[X(6900)] = 80± 19± 33MeV,

assuming no interference with the NRSPS continuum is present, where the first uncertainty
is statistical and the second systematic. When assuming the NRSPS continuum interferes
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assuming interference with the NRSPS continuumwith the broad structure close to the di-J/ mass threshold, they become

m[X(6900)] = 6886± 11± 11MeV/c2

and
�[X(6900)] = 168± 33± 69MeV.

The X(6900) structure could originate from a hadron state consisting of four charm
quarks, Tcccc, predicted in various tetraquark models. The broad structure close to the
di-J/ mass threshold could be due to a mixture of multiple four-charm quark states or
have contributions from feed-down decays of four-charm states through heavier quarkonia.
Other interpretations cannot presently be ruled out, for example the rescattering of
two charmonium states produced close to their mass threshold. More data along with
additional measurements, including determination of the spin-parity quantum numbers and
pT dependence of the production cross-section, are needed to provide further information
about the nature of the observed structure.
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with the broad structure close to the di-J/ mass threshold, they become

m[X(6900)] = 6886± 11± 11MeV/c2

and
�[X(6900)] = 168± 33± 69MeV.

The X(6900) structure could originate from a hadron state consisting of four charm
quarks, Tcccc, predicted in various tetraquark models. The broad structure close to the
di-J/ mass threshold could be due to a mixture of multiple four-charm quark states or
have contributions from feed-down decays of four-charm states through heavier quarkonia.
Other interpretations cannot presently be ruled out, for example the rescattering of
two charmonium states produced close to their mass threshold. More data along with
additional measurements, including determination of the spin-parity quantum numbers and
pT dependence of the production cross-section, are needed to provide further information
about the nature of the observed structure.
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Signal region SPS/DPS control region non-prompt region

Di-muon or tri-muon triggers,
Opposite charged muons from the same �/k or k(2S) vertex,

Loose muon ID, ?1,2,3,4
T > 4, 4, 3, 3 GeV and |[1,2,3,4 | < 2.5 for the four muons

<
�/k 2 {2.94, 3.25} GeV, or <

k (2() 2 {3.56, 3.80} GeV,
Loose vertex cuts j2

4`/# < 40 and j2
di-`/# < 100,

Vertex j2
4`/# < 3,

!4`
GH

< 0.2 mm, |!di-`
GH

| < 0.3 mm, Vertex j2
4`/# > 6,

<4` < 7.5 GeV, 7.5 GeV< <4` < 12.0 GeV (SPS) |!di-`
GH

| > 0.4 mm
�' < 0.25 between charmonia 14.0 GeV< <4` < 25.0 GeV (DPS)
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Observation of di-charmonium excess in the four-muon final state
with the ATLAS detector

Using                       of 13 TeV of ATLAS Run-2 data collected in 2015 to 2018
<latexit sha1_base64="wRwa34ZeG81qyy7ajdHsHgY2E1s=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4scxo8QVCwY0LFxXsA9paMmmmDU0yQ5IRyjDu3fgrblwo4tYPcOffmJnOQlsPBA7nnEvuPW7AqNK2/W3l5uYXFpfyy4WV1bX1jeLmVkP5ocSkjn3my5aLFGFUkLqmmpFWIAniLiNNd3SZ+M17IhX1xa0eB6TL0UBQj2KkjdQrljoc6SFGLLqO4QV0js7gQypJHnlufBcdOLFJ2WU7BZwlTkZKIEOtV/zq9H0cciI0ZkiptmMHuhshqSlmJC50QkUChEdoQNqGCsSJ6kbpMTHcM0ofer40T2iYqr8nIsSVGnPXJJM91bSXiP957VB7p92IiiDURODJR17IoPZh0gzsU0mwZmNDEJbU7ArxEEmEtemvYEpwpk+eJY3DsnNcrtxUStXzrI482AG7YB844ARUwRWogTrA4BE8g1fwZj1ZL9a79TGJ5qxsZhv8gfX5A2zvmpU=</latexit>

L = 139 fb�1

Search in the      final state through the di-       and                      channels
<latexit sha1_base64="/aWWCh3FwTJEJCOEm7detL3DdYg=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU92VouKp4EU8VbAf0C4lm2bb2GyyJFmhLP0PXjwo4tX/481/Y7bdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCDmTBvX/XYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXnn/oKVloghtEsml6gRYU84EbRpmOO3EiuIo4LQdjG8yv/1ElWZSPJhJTP0IDwULGcHGSq27s16sWb9ccavuDGiZeDmpQI5Gv/zVG0iSRFQYwrHWXc+NjZ9iZRjhdFrqJZrGmIzxkHYtFTii2k9n107RiVUGKJTKljBopv6eSHGk9SQKbGeEzUgvepn4n9dNTHjlp0zEiaGCzBeFCUdGoux1NGCKEsMnlmCimL0VkRFWmBgbUMmG4C2+vExa51Xvolq7r1Xq13kcRTiCYzgFDy6hDrfQgCYQeIRneIU3RzovzrvzMW8tOPnMIfyB8/kDKDyO2A==</latexit>

J/ 
<latexit sha1_base64="SlNnlDYMXnjCvlLdDH+glKAQZLs=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0JKp4CXjxGcJNAsoTZyWwyZGZ2mYcQlnyDFw+KePWDvPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXnHGmje9/e2vrG5tb26Wd8u7e/sFh5ei4pVOrCA1JylPVibGmnEkaGmY47WSKYhFz2o7HdzO//USVZql8NJOMRgIPJUsYwcZJYR31hO1Xqn7NnwOtkqAgVSjQ7Fe+eoOUWEGlIRxr3Q38zEQ5VoYRTqflntU0w2SMh7TrqMSC6iifHztF504ZoCRVrqRBc/X3RI6F1hMRu06BzUgvezPxP69rTXIT5Uxm1lBJFosSy5FJ0exzNGCKEsMnjmCimLsVkRFWmBiXT9mFECy/vEpal7XgqlZ/qFcbt0UcJTiFM7iAAK6hAffQhBAIMHiGV3jzpPfivXsfi9Y1r5g5gT/wPn8AKEWOPw==</latexit>

4µ
<latexit sha1_base64="0EjBdTNhMgN20dis3ExQg96+MDk=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16k43wSJUhDpTioqrghtxVdE+oDOUTJq2oUlmSDJCGQpu/BU3LhRx60+482/MtLPQ1gMhh3Pu5d57gohRpR3n21pYXFpeWc2t5dc3Nre27Z3dhgpjiUkdhyyUrQApwqggdU01I61IEsQDRprB8Cr1mw9EKhqKez2KiM9RX9AexUgbqWPv35x6kaLwBKZf0eNIDyRPynfj445dcErOBHCeuBkpgAy1jv3ldUMccyI0ZkiptutE2k+Q1BQzMs57sSIRwkPUJ21DBeJE+cnkhjE8MkoX9kJpntBwov7uSBBXasQDU5nuqGa9VPzPa8e6d+EnVESxJgJPB/ViBnUI00Bgl0qCNRsZgrCkZleIB0girE1seROCO3vyPGmUS+5ZqXJbKVQvszhy4AAcgiJwwTmogmtQA3WAwSN4Bq/gzXqyXqx362NaumBlPXvgD6zPHzC2lpc=</latexit>

J/ +  (2S)
di-                    statistically not accessible with Run-2 data

w.r.t primary vertex closest in z

N = 5

Event selection and signal and control regions:
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SPS mass shape validated
Signal simulated with JHU:  TQ mass = 6.9 GeV, width = 0.1 GeV, spin = 0

Background processes (simulated with Pythia8):

Single Parton Scattering (SPS) and Double Parton Scattering (DPS)prompt di-       :

non prompt di-       :

“Others” background: single (prompt or non prompt) charmonium plus fake muons, 
non-peaking background containing no real charmonium candidates 

using                   CR

(CRs defined in sidebands and by requiring one charmonium containing a non muon track)

NEW
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with the ATLAS detector
Fit Models

The signal probability density function (PDF) consists of several interfering S-wave Breit-Wigner resonances, 
convoluted with a mass resolution function

di-       channel: 
<latexit sha1_base64="/aWWCh3FwTJEJCOEm7detL3DdYg=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU92VouKp4EU8VbAf0C4lm2bb2GyyJFmhLP0PXjwo4tX/481/Y7bdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCDmTBvX/XYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXnn/oKVloghtEsml6gRYU84EbRpmOO3EiuIo4LQdjG8yv/1ElWZSPJhJTP0IDwULGcHGSq27s16sWb9ccavuDGiZeDmpQI5Gv/zVG0iSRFQYwrHWXc+NjZ9iZRjhdFrqJZrGmIzxkHYtFTii2k9n107RiVUGKJTKljBopv6eSHGk9SQKbGeEzUgvepn4n9dNTHjlp0zEiaGCzBeFCUdGoux1NGCKEsMnlmCimL0VkRFWmBgbUMmG4C2+vExa51Xvolq7r1Xq13kcRTiCYzgFDy6hDrfQgCYQeIRneIU3RzovzrvzMW8tOPnMIfyB8/kDKDyO2A==</latexit>

J/ 

models with different numbers of resonances (2 or 3) are compared in terms of     or toy MC distributions

<latexit sha1_base64="0EjBdTNhMgN20dis3ExQg96+MDk=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16k43wSJUhDpTioqrghtxVdE+oDOUTJq2oUlmSDJCGQpu/BU3LhRx60+482/MtLPQ1gMhh3Pu5d57gohRpR3n21pYXFpeWc2t5dc3Nre27Z3dhgpjiUkdhyyUrQApwqggdU01I61IEsQDRprB8Cr1mw9EKhqKez2KiM9RX9AexUgbqWPv35x6kaLwBKZf0eNIDyRPynfj445dcErOBHCeuBkpgAy1jv3ldUMccyI0ZkiptutE2k+Q1BQzMs57sSIRwkPUJ21DBeJE+cnkhjE8MkoX9kJpntBwov7uSBBXasQDU5nuqGa9VPzPa8e6d+EnVESxJgJPB/ViBnUI00Bgl0qCNRsZgrCkZleIB0girE1seROCO3vyPGmUS+5ZqXJbKVQvszhy4AAcgiJwwTmogmtQA3WAwSN4Bq/gzXqyXqx362NaumBlPXvgD6zPHzC2lpc=</latexit>

J/ +  (2S) channel: 

Model A: same resonances as in di-       , plus a 4th standalone resonance

Model B: a single resonance

Observation of di-charmonium excess in the four-muon final state

     : complex numbers 
representing the amplitudes
fixed to unity with zero phase

no interference with NRSPS (LHCb model)

Unbinned maximum likelihood fits on the four-muon mass spectra < 11 GeV,  no        cut
fit signal region                  ,  fit control region , with transfer factors for background yields from MC or data driven methods
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with the ATLAS detector
Results in di-       channel

Fitted masses and widths

consistent 
with LHCb70% worse fit quality for 2-resonance fit

Observation of di-charmonium excess in the four-muon final state
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mass distribution from data and
background predictions before fit fitted mass in SR, 3-resonance fit (2 out of 4 degenerate solutions for    )

using LHCb Model I values for 3rd 
resonance gives similar results

LHCb Model II fit (interference with NRSPS) 
disfavoured based on fit quality

6.9 GeV resonance confirmed, best fit with 3 interfering resonances, other explanations possible

feed-down from                      or higher
di-charmonium resonances not included

(GeV) <0 �0 <1 �1

di-�/k 6.22 ± 0.05+0.04
�0.05 0.31 ± 0.12+0.07

�0.08 6.62 ± 0.03+0.02
�0.01 0.31 ± 0.09+0.06

�0.11

<2 �2 —

6.87 ± 0.03+0.06
�0.01 0.12 ± 0.04+0.03

�0.01 —

significance of third resonance:
<latexit sha1_base64="82O7T0gGu4Zemx4wUKqHSKQ0FKU=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKiB4DXjxGMA9JljA7mU2GzGOZmRXCkq/w4kERr36ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vr7CxubW9U9wt7e0fHB6Vj0/aRqWa0BZRXOluhA3lTNKWZZbTbqIpFhGnnWhyO/c7T1QbpuSDnSY0FHgkWcwItk56DHzUN2wk8KBc8av+AmidBDmpQI7moPzVHyqSCiot4diYXuAnNsywtoxwOiv1U0MTTCZ4RHuOSiyoCbPFwTN04ZQhipV2JS1aqL8nMiyMmYrIdQpsx2bVm4v/eb3UxjdhxmSSWirJclGccmQVmn+PhkxTYvnUEUw0c7ciMsYaE+syKrkQgtWX10n7qhrUq7X7WqVRz+MowhmcwyUEcA0NuIMmtICAgGd4hTdPey/eu/exbC14+cwp/IH3+QPRrI+/</latexit>

10�
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with the ATLAS detector
Results in                     channel

significance Model A:

significance Model B:

second resonance (7.2 GeV):
(hint for a 7.2 GeV resonance in LHCb data)

Observation of di-charmonium excess in the four-muon final state
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Fitted masses and widths

mass distribution from data and
background predictions before fit fitted mass in SR (Model A and Model B)

Evidence for an enhancement at 6.9 GeV and a resonance at 7.2 GeV, other explanations possible

(GeV) <3 �3

�/k+k(2S)

model A 7.22 ± 0.03
+0.02

�0.03
0.10

+0.13+0.06

�0.07�0.05

model B 6.78 ± 0.36
+0.35

�0.54
0.39 ± 0.11

+0.11

�0.07
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Conclusions

Analysis of ATLAS of 7 and 8 TeV data containing                          decays with large               :

shows evidence for the existence of pentaquark states, consistent with the LHCb results

model without pentaquark states not excluded

data does not allow independent measurements of pentaquark parameters

Di-charmonium resonance search in the four-muon final state with ATLAS 13 TeV data:

significant excess observed in the di-        channel

other interpretations not ruled out

a broad structure at lower mass and a resonance around 6.9 GeV

consistent with LHCb results

best description given by a 3-resonance model with interference

excess observed in the                      channel at 6.9 and 7.2 GeV

(multiple peaks without interference, reflections, threshold enhancement)

more data needed to characterise the excesses in both channels
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The ATLAS Detector
Muon 

Spectrometer:

air core toroids(average 0.5T)
gas-based muon chambers

Muon trigger and reconstruction
Momentum resolution < 10%

up to E(µ) � 1 TeV

|�| < 2.7

3-level trigger, 
reducing the rate

 from 40 MHz
 to ~200 Hz

Inner Detector:
Si Pixels, Si Strips, TRT straws
Precise tracking and vertexing

pT resolution:

|�| < 2.5, B = 2T

�/pT ⇤ 3.8� 10�4 pT (GeV )⇥ 0.015

HAD Calorimetry:

Fe/scintillator tiles (central), Cu/W-LAr (fwd)
Trigger and measurement of jets and MET

Resolution:

|�| < 5

�/E ⇥ 50%/
⇤

E � 0.03

EM Calorimeter:
  Pb-LAr accordion

trigger, identification and measurement
Resolution:     

e/�

�/E � 10%/
⇥

E



: angle between        momentum in the      rest frame and      momentum in the      rest frame

Study of            resonances in the                            decays in     
collisions at           7 and 8 TeV with the ATLAS detector

Event selection

3.2 B-hadron candidate selection

Tracks of the selected J/ and two additional tracks from charged particles with |⌘ | < 2.5 are refitted to a
common vertex with the dimuon mass constrained to the world average mass of J/ . Both combinations
with opposite charges of two hadron tracks, as expected for the neutral B-kadron decays, and cominations
with the same charges (wrong-charge combinations) are kept at this stage.

The B-hadron candidate momentum (Hb = ⇤b, B
0 or Bs depending on the hadron mass assignments) is

determined from the sum of the reconstructed J/ momentum and hadron track pair momenta.

The primary vertex candidate with the smallest value of the three-dimensional impact parameter of the Hb

candidate is selected as the actual primary vertex. To improve reconstruction resolution of the J/ and
two additional hadrons momenta the Hb vertex fit is repeated with the requirement on the Hb candidate
momentum to point to the primary vertex. The track parameters from the former fit are used in the invariant
mass calculations.

To suppress combinatorial backgrounds the following requirements are used:

• �2(Hb)/Ndof < 2, where �2 is the quality of the fit to the Hb topology with Ndof = 8.

• Lxy(Hb) > 0.7 mm, where Lxy(Hb) is the transverse decay length of the Hb vertex measured from
the primary vertex.

• pT(Hb)/
Õ

pT(track) > 0.2, where the sum in the denominator is taken over all tracks originating
from the primary vertex (tracks of the Hb candidate are included in the sum). The requirement
removes a sizeable fraction of combinatorial background while having a smaller e�ect on the signal
due to the characteristic hard fragmentation of b quarks.

• pT(p) > 2.5 GeV and pT(K�) > 1.8 GeV, assuming proton and kaon masses for the additional tracks
in turn.

• cos ✓Pc < 0.5, where ✓Pc is the angle between J/ momentum in the Pc candidate rest frame and
Pc candidate momentum in ⇤b candidate rest frame;

• cos ✓⇤b < 0.8, where ✓⇤b is the angle between Pc candidate momentum and⇤b candidate momentum
in laboratory frame;

• | cos ✓⇤⇤ | < 0.85,
where ✓⇤⇤ is the angle between kaon momentum in ⇤⇤ ! pK candidate rest frame and ⇤⇤ candidate
momentum in ⇤b candidate rest frame.

Only Hb candidates with
pT(Hb) > 12 GeV, |⌘(Hb)| < 2.1

are retained for further analysis.

In the absence of particle identification, the selected sample is dominated by combinatorial background
and Hb decays to J/ and a light neutral meson decaying to two hadrons (⇤b ! J/ ⇤⇤, B

0 ! J/ K
⇤,

B
0
s ! J/ �/ f2). These contributions are concentrated at small values of the invariant mass of the two

hadrons. To suppress the backgrounds, the requirement M(K⇡) > 1.55 GeV is applied to both mass
hypothesis combinations of the hadron tracks. The requirement M(K⇡) > 1.55 GeV selects candidates
with M(pK) > 2.0 GeV.
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and Hb decays to J/ and a light neutral meson decaying to two hadrons (⇤b ! J/ ⇤⇤, B

0 ! J/ K
⇤,

B
0
s ! J/ �/ f2). These contributions are concentrated at small values of the invariant mass of the two

hadrons. To suppress the backgrounds, the requirement M(K⇡) > 1.55 GeV is applied to both mass
hypothesis combinations of the hadron tracks. The requirement M(K⇡) > 1.55 GeV selects candidates
with M(pK) > 2.0 GeV.

4

applied to both hypotheses combinations, leading to
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selection: 

B-hadron                                 selection: 

: angle between      momentum and      momentum in the laboratory frame

: angle between kaon momentum in the                 rest  frame and      momentum in 
the      rest frame

fit with a         mass constraint

w.r.t primary vertex closest in 3D

Selected events dominated by combinatorial background and B-hadron decays to        and light neutral mesons
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Systematic uncertainties

Source N(Pc1) N(Pc2) N(Pc1 + Pc2) ��

Number of ⇤0
b ! J/ pK� decays +1.8

�0.6%
+6.6
�9.2%

+1.6
�0.8%

+0.3
�0.0%

Pentaquark modelling +21
�0%

+1
�22%

+8.7
�4.4%

+1.6
�0.0%

Non-pentaquark ⇤0
b ! J/ pK� modelling +14

�2%
+5
�44%

+9.2
�9.1%

+3.6
�1.6%

Combinatorial background +0.7
�4.0%

+18
�5%

+4.2
�4.8%

+3.2
�0.0%

B meson decays modelling +13
�25%

+28
�35%

+1.6
�9.3%

+0.5
�2.1%

Total systematic uncertainty +28
�25%

+35
�61%

+14
�15%

+5.1
�2.7%

Source m(Pc1) �(Pc1) m(Pc2) �(Pc2)

Number of ⇤0
b ! J/ pK� decays +0.06

�0.03%
+3.5
�2.5%

+0.07
�0.04%

+7
�13%

Pentaquark modelling +0.6
�0.0%

+18
�0%

+0.2
�0.0%

+0
�33%

Non-pentaquark ⇤0
b ! J/ pK� modelling +0.23

�0.05%
+9.2
�1.2%

+0.24
�0.02%

+2
�62%

Combinatorial background +0.03
�0.15%

+0
�11%

+0.01
�0.17%

+22
�4%

B meson decays modelling +0.24
�0.00%

+21
�21%

+0.27
�0.14%

+17
�57%

Total systematic uncertainty +0.7
�0.2%

+30
�24%

+0.4
�0.2%

+28
�91%

Systematic uncertainties for measurements of the pentaquark yields under assumption of no interference 
effects, the yield of a sum of two pentaquarks and the relative phase between pentaquark amplitudes.

Systematic uncertainties for measurements of the pentaquark masses and natural widths. 
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Systematic uncertainties

with the ATLAS detector
Observation of di-charmonium excess in the four-muon final state

Systematic di-�/k �/k+k(2S)

Uncertainties (MeV) <0 �0 <1 �1 <2 �2 <3 �3

SPS theory 7 15 4 20 5 6 <1

SPS di-charmonium ?T <1 8 4 14 5 7 <1

Background MC statistics <1 8 4 14 5 7 <1

Mass resolution 19 34 3 21 4 9 <1 4

Fit bias 43 58 10 56 11 16 13 41

Nonclosure <1 <1

Transfer factor — <1 16

Presence of fourth resonance 29 49 11 108 60 18 —

Interference of fourth resonance — 29 11

Data statistics 50 119 34 88 30 39 28 130

Systematic and statistical uncertainties on the masses and natural widths (in MeV) of the interfering 
resonances from different sources in the di-J/ψ and J/ψ+ψ(2S) channels. The errors shown in the J/ψ+ψ(2S) 
channel are for model A. In the case of an asymmetric uncertainty, only the larger direction is shown. 

Normalisations are free-floating

Uncertainties affecting signal 
and background shapes:

muon momenta

background transfer factor

MC simulation statistics

parameter pT0timesMPI 

non-closure

mass resolution
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